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GAS & STAR FORMATION IN 
GALAXIES 
Jean Turner, UCLA 



gas & star formation in galaxies 

1. introduction 

2. what does molecular gas tell us about galaxies. CO 
& H2 

3. today’s topic: star formation efficiency 

4. NGC6946: star formation in the center of a gas-rich 
spiral galaxy 

4. NGC 5253: star formation in a gas-poor dwarf 
spheroidal galaxy: a glimpse into the early universe? 

5. prospects for ALMA 



history of the universe 

NASA 



INTRODUCTION 
gas and stars in galaxies 



Hubble tuning fork 

NASA/ESA 



red galaxies 
(ellipticals) & 
blue galaxies  

(spirals & 
irregulars) 

in  
cluster 

Abell S740 



a “blue” galaxy:  spiral galaxy, NGC 6946 

star formation 
in spiral arms: 
Frank Shu & 
Yuan Chi 

gas clouds 
follow the 
gravitational 
potential of 
the stars 
(gas is ~10% 
of the mass) 

dust in the 
gas clouds 
shows up in 
this photo 

optical light λ~400-650nm APOD Subaru 



spiral galaxy: NGC 6946 

star formation 
in spiral arms: 
Frank Shu & 
Yuan Chi 

gas clouds 
follow the 
gravitational 
potential of 
the stars 
(gas is ~10% 
of the mass) 

dust in the 
gas clouds 
shows up in 
this photo 

optical light λ~400-650nm infrared light λ~3500-8800nm 

infrared light is from 
warm (50-300K) dust 
associated with star  
forming regions 
(~within a few light yrs) 

Spitzer 



star-forming H2 gas is traced by CO 

CO is very abundant in molecular clouds, 10-4 of H2 

bright & easily excited at cloud temperatures (10-50K) 
   first rotational level at E/k=5.5 K 
   small dipole moment: collisions dominate  
    radiation in excitation 

 CO reflects kinetic temperature of the gas, lines are bright 

H2 very difficult to excite in cold clouds 
   first rotational level is E/k~500K 
   requires high temperatures (100K):  
    either fluorescent or shock excitation 



CO formation paths in the interstellar medium 

densities are low even in molecular clouds: 102-106 cm-3. 
no three body collisions for chemistry. T=10K: no 
thermal energy for endothermic rections or activation 
energies. ion-molecule reactions favored. 

Herbst & Klemperer 1973 



what NGC6946 looks like in gas 
       

 VLA + NRAO 12m telescopes 
Crosthwaite et al. 2007 

CO + HI 

to scale 

H λ21cm line = red   CO λ2.6mm line= green 

the star forming gas is 
traced by CO emission 



IC 342 

HI holes in 
galactic 

centers are 
filled by 

molecular 
gas (H2): 

Morris & Lo 
(1978) 



CO map of NGC 6946  
     CO & stars together...  

Crosthwaite et al. 2007 



gas component of galaxies vs. stellar component 

stars are collisionless 

gas dissipates energy & can lose angular 
momentum, gas can move radially 

inward 

 secular evolution 
(the slow evolution of a galaxy all by itself) 



from John Kormendy’s webpage, UTexas 



2. STAR FORMATION EFFICIENCY 
what is it? why do we care? 



star formation efficiency 

SFE = mass in stars/(mass in stars+ mass in gas) 



star formation efficiency 

SFE = mass in stars/(mass in stars+ mass in gas) 

In the Milky Way:  SFE ≤ 1% on scales of 
molecular clouds (~100-200 ly) 

Near large clusters such as Orion Nebula 
Cluster:  SFE ~10%  (~30 ly) 



orion nebula 
gas is glowing in  
recombination line 
of hydrogen 
at λ653 nm 

requires ultraviolet light 
to ionize hydrogen 
λ91.2 nm 

massive hot O stars 

Orion Nebula Cluster 
2000 stars total 
open cluster  

feedback:  ultraviolet, 
radiation pressure, 
stellar winds stir up 
surrounding molecular 
gas 



consequences of low star formation efficiency 

1. universe is still forming stars 14 Gyr after its 
birth 

2. secular evolution of galaxies: the flow of gas 
into the center (buildup of bulges, 
supermassive black holes) 

3. low SFE cannot build long-lived bound 
clusters 



globular clusters:   fossil evidence of higher star 
formation efficiency in the past 

large clusters, ~ few 105 mass of 
sun 

Milky Way has ~200 of them,  
    ~spherically distributed 

to form a bound cluster requires 
star formation efficiencies of ≥ 
50%, or the gas will unbind the 
cluster soon after birth 

Milky Way could not have 
formed these clusters at its 
present star formation efficiency 
of 1% 

Were things different in the past? 



3. NGC 6946 

star formation in the center of a large, gas-rich spiral galaxy 



CO map of NGC 6946  
     CO & stars together...  

Crosthwaite et al. 2007 



NGC 6946: CO gas in the central 200-300 pc (~1000 ly) 

Schinnerer et al. 2007 
0.3” resolution 

scale: ~30 ly 

Plateau de Bure 
Interferometer, 
IRAM 



gas in the central 300 pc (~1000 ly) 

color:  
Brackett γ 

recombination 
line of hydrogen 
from HII regions 
(OSIRIS IFS on 

Keck: 0.3” 
resolution) 

trace massive 
young 

star clusters 

similar to Orion 
but ~50-100 

times more stars 

“super star 
clusters” 



In NGC 6946 the young (t < ~3Myr)  
stars are not necessarily found 
where they were born... 

orbital timescales in the galactic 
center are millions of years 

compare to a hundred million 
years in spiral arms 

stars are most likely born  
where gas velocities &  
shear are low 

the gas can migrate the stars 
since star formation 
efficiency is low 



In NGC 6946 the young (t < ~3Myr)  
stars are not necessarily found 
where they were born... 

orbital timescales in the galactic 
center are millions of years 

compare to a hundred million 
years in spiral arms 

stars are most likely born  
where gas velocities &  
shear are low 

the gas can migrate the stars 
since star formation 
efficiency is low 



migration scenario 
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NGC 6946, central 200 pc, Brackettγ channel maps   molecular outflow 
120-130 km/s 



H2 emission, λ2μm:  shocks,  feedback 

no 
supermassive 
black hole 

nuclear 
feedback 
from star 
formation 

contours are CO 
color is H2 



NGC 6946:  star formation in the center of a 
spiral galaxy 

giant molecular clouds are affected by noncircular orbits (tides), and 
are denser than usual 

we do not see star formation in all the dense clouds 

stars will form where velocities are lowest in the noncircular orbits: 
building up stellar mass inside a radius of ~80 pc 

low star formation efficiency means clouds dominate the mass & can 
carry their embedded star clusters with them on noncircular paths 
into the galactic center 

nuclear outflow seen in a galaxy that is bulgeless without a supermassive 
black hole 

starburst self-regulation? 



4. NGC 5253 

star formation in a gas-poor spheroidal galaxy: early universe 
analogue? 



ngc 5253 
dwarf spheroidal galaxy with a past 

a few very bright clusters 
many many intermediate  

age clusters 
(Caldwell & Phillips 1989) 

incredibly bright emission  
line spectrum 

(Burbidge & Burbidge 1962) 

     current star formation:   

109 solar luminosities (7000 O stars) 



ngc 5253 

25 ly 

dwarf spheroidal galaxy with a past 
a few very bright clusters 

many many intermediate  
age clusters 

(Caldwell & Phillips 1989) 

incredibly bright emission  
line spectrum 

(Burbidge & Burbidge 1962) 

     current star formation:   

109 solar luminosities (7000 O stars) 



molecular gas in NGC 5253 

Meier et al. 2002 

CO    Owens Valley Array 

CO(2-1) detection suggested SFE of 75%!!! 



HOT molecular gas in NGC 5253 

Meier et al. 2002 

CO(2-1) 1.3mm Owens Valley Array CO(3-2)  870μm  Submillimeter Array 

Turner et al. 2012 

Based on dust & gas, we now estimate SFE ~  35% —  still very high 



ngc 5253:  star formation in a gas-poor dwarf 
spheroidal galaxy 

star formation is fueled by accretion of gas from outside 
the galaxy 

the gas coming in is molecular; unexpected for gas in low 
pressure region 

the star formation efficiency is high, ~35% 

this galaxy actually COULD be forming globular clusters 



5. ALMA & GALAXIES 



Atacama Large Millimeter/Submillimeter 
Array (ALMA) 

50 12-m, 12 7-m (ACA), 4 12-m TP dishes. λ=3mm to 350μm.  
North America, Europe, East Asia, Chile.  Imaging to 5-10 mas 



ALMA 

located in the Atacama desert 

ALMA 2backpackers.com 

explore_atacama.com 



ALMA May 2012 



ALMA is mighty 

CARMA 

SMA 

IRAM PdBI 

ALMA 

      collecting area alone: 

10-fold increase over existing millimeter arrays 

100-fold increase over existing submm facilities 



ALMA science in short 

thermal continuum emission from dust 
rotational lines of molecules 
fine structure lines of atoms 

free-free emission 

50-100 (full ALMA) times the sensitivity,   
100 times better resolution than present 

submm telescopes 



(compiled: Martín et al 2006; updated by Meier) Italics = tentative 

2 Atoms 3 Atoms 4 Atoms 5 atoms 6 Atoms 7 Atoms 
H2 (+1) H2O H2CO c-C3H2 CH3OH CH3CCH 
OH HCN (+2) H2CS HC3N CH3CN 
CO (+3) HNC (+2) NH3 CH2NH 
CH HCO HNCO NH2CN 
CS (+2) HCO+ (+3) C3H 
CH+ H2S HOCO+ 
CO+ SO2 
NO C2H 
CN HOC+ 
NS C2S 
SiO N2H+ (+1) 
SO (+1) OCS 
LiH H3

+ 

* 35 (+ 4 tentatively) detected 
species 

* 13 (+ 2 tentatively) detected 
rare isotopic substitutions 

* NGC 253’s chemistry 
closely resembles that of 
Sgr B2(M) (B. Turner 1989) 

To Date: 

detected extragalactic molecules  



λ1mm spectrum, Arp 220 

ultraluminous infrared  
galaxy  

Martín et al.  



IC 342 
spiral galaxy  

central 300 pc  λ=3mm 

  N2H+          HNC          HC3N          C2H           C34S          HNCO       CH3OH 

OVRO,  Meier & Turner 2005 

imaging chemistry 

quiescent gas 

star formation tracer 

dense gas 
PDR molecule:  
high radiation fields 

grain chemistry;  
tracers of gentle 

shocks? 



distant galaxies 



dust emission & the negative K correction 

Band 6, 1mm: fluxes are nearly distance-independent in the submm 



high z chemistry?  J1148+5251 with ALMA in 24 hrs 

Carilli et al. 2007 

J1148+5251  simulated ALMA data 

CO, [CII], dust across the universe 
J1148+5251    PdBI 

dust            [CII]         [CII]v 

z= 6.42;  t = 870 Myr 



CO, [CII], dust across the universe 

51	


LJ Tacconi et al. Nature 463, 781-784 (2010) doi:10.1038/nature08773 

CO maps in EGS 1305123, z = 1.12,    20 hrs on PdBI  

ALMA can do this type of map in ~ an hour or two 
finely (up to 500 pc) resolved gas kinematics & mass distributions in CO, [CII] 
ability to see the development of galactic structure over Gyr 

channel maps:  
9 km/s 

109 M☉ clumps of gas, 
              1-2 kpc across 

SFR ~ 100 M☉/yr 

total Mdyn = 2 x 1011 M☉ 



Pluto and Charon can be resolved 

Submillimeter Array  8 x 6m 

Gurwell & Butler 2005 

thermal 
emission: 

Pluto 
(43K) is 
cooler 
than 

Charon 
(53K) 



“protoplanetary” to “debris” 

217th AAS Meeting, 
Seattle, January 2011 

McCaughrean et al. 1995; Burrows et al. 1996 
Andrews; et al., in prep Isella et al. 2007 

Corder et al 2009; Greaves et al. 2005 
Kalas et al. 2008; Marois et al. 20010 

•  ~1 to 10 Myr 
•  gas and trace dust 
•  dust sticking, growing 

into planetesimals 
•  0.001 to 0.1 MSun 

•  ~10 Myr to Gyrs 
•  dust and trace gas 
•  planetesimals colliding, 

creating dust 
•  <1 MMoon  

 When, where, how do planets form? 
ALMA images dust and gas at key long wavelengths 0.3 to 9 mm 

David Wilner 



early ALMA & nearby galaxies 

54	


early ALMA will be great for 
–  imaging of hot & dense gas 
–  extragalactic chemistry & radiative feedback from star 

formation 
–  AGN chemical diagnostics (PDRs, XDRs, shocks) 
–  kinematics of everything 
–  AGN fueling at the ~50 pc scale (NGC 4945, Circinus) 

full ALMA will give high resolution & sensitivity for 
–   pc-scale gas structures in starburst galaxies &AGN  
–  detecting L* galaxies at z=3 
–  imaging gas kinematics at 1 AU in protoplanetary disks 



summary 

low star formation efficiencies are responsible for slow 
evolution of gas stars in galaxies 

gas dynamics plays an important role in the buildup of 
stellar mass:  central nucleus, bulge, and low SFE 
contributes (gas clouds can migrate stars) 

gas-poor local galaxies may be a model for how 
globular clusters formed in early universe 

ALMA will allow us to study gas in much larger samples 
of galaxies and a range of environments, across the 
universe 


